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Abstract
We propose a method for zeroth order stochastic convex optimization that attains the sub-
optimality rate of O˜(n7T−1/2) after T queries for a convex bounded function f : Rn → R.
The method is based on a random walk (the Ball Walk) on the epigraph of the function. The
randomized approach circumvents the problem of gradient estimation, and appears to be less
sensitive to noisy function evaluations compared to noiseless zeroth order methods.
1 Introduction
Let f be a convex real-valued function on a closed convex domain K ⊂ Rn. Within the oracle
model of optimization, one sequentially obtains noisy information about this unknown function with
the aim of computing an -minimizer of f . In this paper we consider the setting of stochastic zeroth
order optimization: at step t, the oracle reveals a noisy value of the function at a point queried by
the algorithm. This model is very basic, and can be viewed through the lens of learning: what is
the amount of information one needs to collect in order to identify a near-optimal point, if all that
is known about the objective is that it is convex?
The amount of information can be quantified by the number of oracle calls, and it is known that
this information-based complexity for minimization of a convex Lipschitz function f to within an
error  > 0 scales as Ω(n2−2) (Shamir, 2012). Yet, to the best of our knowledge, at present time
there is no algorithm that comes even close to obtaining the desired n2 dependence on the dimension
while simultaneously having the −2 dependence on accuracy. The seminal work of Nemirovskii and
Yudin (1983) introduces an optimization method for the noiseless zeroth order optimization with
the n7 dependence on the dimension, but the authors concede that extending this to the stochastic
setting will worsen the power (this dependence is left as an unspecified polynomial in n). The
noiseless zeroth-order method of (Nemirovskii and Yudin, 1983) was extended to the noisy case
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for the slightly harder problem of regret minimization in (Agarwal et al., 2013), where the authors
proved an O˜(n33−2) upper bound1 on the regret of the procedure, a more difficult objective. As
a consequence, the same upper bound holds for the problem of optimization via averaging of the
trajectory (see (Polyak and Juditsky, 1992; Hazan and Kale, 2011; Agarwal et al., 2013)).
In the present paper, we describe a method with an O˜(n14−2) oracle complexity (or, equivalently,
the O˜(n7T−1/2) decay of suboptimality after T steps). While not very practical for problems in high
enough dimension, the method should be viewed as making progress towards closing the large
theoretical gap. Further, the algorithm is based on random walks and is quite different from the
classical techniques. These more classical approaches can be roughly divided into two categories:
attempting to estimate the gradient using noisy function evaluations, or attempting to find a zero-
th order method that is robust to noise. Nemirovskii and Yudin (1983) discuss the distinction
between these two general plans of attack. The first is unlikely to yield the 1/2 dependence on the
accuracy, while the second appears to suffer from an adverse scaling with the dimension under noisy
evaluations. The random walk approach can be viewed as yet another possible technique. While
the present paper still leaves a large gap to the lower bound, there is hope for improvement using
randomized methods such as a random walk. The reason we are optimistic about this approach
is because randomized methods appear to be more robust to noise. Ideally, one would hope to
use randomness in function evaluation as an asset rather than a disadvantage, thus “riding on the
noise”.
f(x)
Rn
Figure 1: A nearly uniform sample is obtained via a random walk, and its average (red diamond) is
computed. The convex set is then cut at the y-coordinate of the average point thus reducing the
volume.
Let us informally describe the method. We start with an n+ 1-dimensional convex body formed
by the epigraph of the function and cut off at a value for the maximum of the function over the
convex set K (see Figure 1). We run several Ball Walks on this body to generate near-uniform
samples, in the spirit of the work of Bertsimas and Vempala (2004). Having obtained the samples,
we take an average to approximate the center of mass, cut the convex set, and reshape. We continue
in this fashion for O˜(n log(1/)) iterations. The main technical difficulty is in analyzing the modified
Ball Walk: unlike the related work of Bertsimas and Vempala (2004) in the noiseless setting, we
have a very restricted access to the convex body. To verify if the current point is inside the body,
we adaptively sample the function value to obtain a confidence interval (in the “vertical direction”)
for the true value. If the confidence interval does not contain the current point, we proceed as if
the inside/outside information were correct. Otherwise, we incur an additional error from not being
1The O˜(·) notation disregards polylogarithmic terms in n and 1/.
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able to resolve the question. Let us remark that our method is naturally parallelized, shaving off
another factor of n in terms of the number of queries per machine.
Let us mention very briefly that recent work has also considered a more restrictive oracle model,
whereby one can obtain two function values with the same noise instance (Nesterov, 2011; Agarwal
et al., 2010; Duchi et al., 2013). This problem is markedly more simple, as one may form a good
estimate of the gradient in any desired direction. Another simplifying assumption considered in the
literature is an additional shape constraint such as smoothness of the objective (e.g. Jamieson et al.
(2012)). In contrast, we only assume convexity and boundedness.
2 Notation
A noisy observation of the function value at a point x ∈ K is denoted by O1 ◦f(x), and the average
of m repeated queries is denoted by Om ◦ f(x). We assume that the noise is sub-Gaussian with
zero mean. We denote an optimal value x∗ ∈ arg minx∈K f(x). An affine transformation in Rn+1
is denoted by T : Rn+1 7→ Rn+1. The region enclosed by the convex function f and hyperplane
y ≤ Ct is denoted by Kt = {(x, y) ∈ Rn+1, Ct ≥ y ≥ f(x)}. It is easy to check that this is a
convex set in Rn+1. Let ∆ ∈ Rn+1 denote the vertical vector linking (x, f(x)) → (x, y) and |∆|
denotes its length, which equals to y − f(x). We assume that an initial value C0, an upper bound
on the function over the set, is given. However, we do not assume that the function is Lipschitz.
Our goal is to bound the number of the noisy oracle calls given the target accuracy . Assume
that the convex set K = K0 is contained in the axis-aligned cube of width 1 centered at the origin.
At the final epoch T , the remaining convex body KT will contain a cube of width .
3 Random Walk on Convex Body
In this section we will introduce the ball walk algorithm in the noiseless oracle setting. Analysis of
the Ball Walk algorithm was developed in Kannan et al. (1997), and was later modified in Bertsimas
and Vempala (2004) to solve noiseless convex programs. Our algorithm for the noisy oracle setting
builds on the theoretical properties of the noiseless Ball Walk.
The random walk algorithm consists of three main steps: “Cut”, “Round” and “Sample”. We
can assume that we start from t = 1 and C0 = 1/2, without loss of generality. Assume that O˜(n)
near uniform distributed samples (a warm start that will be maintained throughout the procedure)
are provided. This can be done in time that is independent of . Let nt = O˜(n) for all t.
1. Cut the region Kt at epoch t, enclosed by y ≥ f(~x) and y ≤ Ct, at the last coordinate of
the average computed in the third step of the previous iteration. About 2/3 of the random
samples are still inside Kt, due to Lemma 2 below.
2. Round the convex body Kt using an affine transformation Tt to a near isotropic position and
denote the resulting convex body by Tt(Kt). The affine transformation Tt is calculated using
half of the near-uniform samples left after the “Cut” procedure. (1/3 of the samples used in
this step, and 1/3 left untouched.)
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3. Sample nt = O˜(n) nearly independent uniform samples Xt1, Xt2, ...., Xtnt (in the sense of
Lemma 4) using “Ball Walk” in the convex body Tt(Kt) based on the “warm start” samples
left after the “Round” procedure. Since there are about 13nt−1 of these seeds left, we run
three independent chains of Ball Walk to ensure that we have nt samples after mixing. Set
the new Ct =
1
nt
∑
i(T −1t ◦Xti )[n+ 1], here X[n+ 1] ∈ R denotes the last coordinate of the
vector X. Go back to step 1.
The following lemmas 1-4 are useful in proving the theoretical guarantee of the Ball Walk
algorithm. The first lemma is taken from Kannan et al. (1997, Corollary 5.2).
Lemma 1 (θ-Near Isotropic) We call a convex body K is in θ-near isotropic position if for any
vector v,
(1− θ)‖v‖22 ≤ E〈x, v〉2 ≤ (1 + θ)‖v‖22 (1)
where the expectation is taken over uniform distribution inside the convex body K. Let θ < 1/2. If
a convex body K is in θ-near isotropic position and B is a unit ball, then
(1− 2θ)B ⊆ K ⊆ (1 + 2θ)(n+ 1)B. (2)
The second lemma assures the constant factor of volume shrinkage in each epoch. It is proved in
Bertsimas and Vempala (2004, Lemma 7).
Lemma 2 (Shrinkage of Volume for Cutting) The volume of the covex body Kt drops by a fac-
tor of 23 with high probability in each epoch.
The third lemma is first introduced in Kannan et al. (1997) in a weaker version and later improved in
Rudelson (1999). The version we are using can be found in Bertsimas and Vempala (2004, Corollary
11).
Lemma 3 (Near Isotropic Affine Transformation) Let K be a convex set,
O(pn log nmax{p, log n})
random samples are sufficient to find an affine transformation T to bring K into 1/4-near-isotropic
position, with probability at least 1− 1
2p−1 .
Remark 1 When we take p = O(log n), we can conclude that with overwhelming probability (with
probability at least 1− 1nα , where α is arbitrary in the sense that it only affects the constant in the
big O notation), the transformation T bring K into near isotropic position with O(n log3 n) random
samples.
The last lemma about the mixing time of Ball Walk is proved in Kannan et al. (1997, Theorem 2.2).
Lemma 4 (Mixing Time for Ball Walk) Given a convex body K satisfying B ⊆ K ⊆ dB, a
positive integer N and  > 0, we can generate a set of N random points {v1, . . . , vN} in K that
are
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(a) almost uniform in the sense that the distribution of each one is at most  away from the
uniform in total variation distance, and
(b) almost (pairwise) independent in the sense that for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N and every two
measurable subsets A and B of K,
|P (vi ∈ A, vj ∈ B)− P (vi ∈ A)P (vj ∈ B)| ≤ . (3)
The algorithm uses only O˜(n3d2 +Nn2d2) calls to the oracle.
Given the above lemmas, we can give a precise upper bound on the number of oracle calls need
in the noiseless setting. The proof is given in Bertsimas and Vempala (2004). We sketch the main
idea here for completeness.
Theorem 1 (Bound on Oracle in Noiseless Case) Each iteration of the random walk algorithm
in the noiseless case uses at most O˜(n4) number of oracle calls. Further, the algorithm can be
implemented in at most O˜(n5), with high probability.
Proof. According to Bertsimas and Vempala (2004, Theorem 12), the number of oracle calls in
each iteration is upper bounded by O˜(n4). The volume ratio between the initial convex body and
final convex body is
Vol(KT )
Vol(K0)
> n. (4)
According to Lemma 2, (
2
3
)T
≥ Vol(KT )
Vol(K0)
> n (5)
Thus T = O(n log 1 ). So the total number of oracle calls is bounded by O˜(n5).
4 Adaptive Query Algorithm
Based on the Ball Walk analysis in the noiseless setting, the remaining difficulty lies in bounding
the misclassification error, i.e. the error of incorrectly classifying the query point as inside or outside
the convex body. We use an adaptive query algorithm to address this problem near optimally. The
intuitive statistical idea is: keep doubling the number of samples until we get enough “confidence”
to tell whether a point is inside or not. The adaptive query algorithm is illustrated in the following
with full details.
Suppose we would like to decide whether a point (x, y) ∈ Rn+1 is inside the current epigraph.
The m-sample noisy oracle returns Om ◦ f(x). Let Z denote a standard normal N (0, 1) (or sub-
Gaussian tail random variable; the proof is almost identical), and C a level to be determined later.
We make the following adaptive decision:
• (x, y) is OUTSIDE - Out if y ≤ Om ◦ f(x)− C√m . The probability of making this decision is
P (Outside) = P
(
Z ≥ √m(y − f(x)) + C) .
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• (x, y) is INSIDE - In if y ≥ Om ◦ f(x) + C√m . The probability of making this decision is
P (Inside) = P
(
Z ≤ √m(y − f(x))− C) .
• POSTPONE decision - Post decision if y ∈
[
Om ◦ f(x)− C√m , Om ◦ f(x) + C√m
]
. The prob-
ability of making this decision is
P (Postpone) = P
(√
m(y − f(x))− C ≤ Z ≤ √m(y − f(x)) + C) .
The Adaptive Query algorithm is:
1. Set a dictionary of sample size m being the set S =
{
20, 21, . . . , 2k, . . .
}
.
2. Take m from the dictionary and construct the test sequentially. Stop when we made a decision
either OUTSIDE or INSIDE. Otherwise continuously increase m from the dictionary.
Lemma 5 With probability at least 1 − 2 ·
(
log2
4C2
|∆|2 + 1
)
· exp
(
−C22
)
, where |∆| = y − f(x),
m = 4C
2
(y−f(x))2 query numbers are enough to ensure correct decision.
Proof. First suppose the query point (x, y) is inside the convex body, then |∆| = y − f(x) > 0.
Define the event E =
{
Classified as Inside using m ≤ 4C2
(y−f(x))2 query samples
}
P (Ec) = P (Outm=20) + P (Postm∈S,m<21 ,Outm=21)
+ . . .+ P (Postm∈S,m<4C2/|∆|2 , {Inm=4C2/|∆|2}c)
≤ P (Outm=20) + P (Outm=21) + . . .+ P ({Inm=4C2/|∆|2}c)
≤
∑
i<log2(4C
2/|∆|2)
P
(
Z ≥ √m(y − f(x)) + C,m = 2i)
+ P (Z ≥ √m(y − f(x))− C,m = 4C2/|∆|2)
≤ log2
4C2
|∆|2 · exp
(
−C
2
2
)
+ exp
(
−C
2
2
)
=
(
log2
4C2
|∆|2 + 1
)
· exp
(
−C
2
2
)
.
Similarly, suppose the query point (x, y) is outside the convex body, then |∆| = y − f(x) < 0.
Define a set E =
{
Classified as Outside using m ≤ 4C2
(y−f(x))2 query samples
}
P (Ec) = P (Inm=20) + P (Postm∈S,m<21 , Inm=21)
+ . . .+ P (Postm∈S,m<4C2/|∆|2 , {Outm=4C2/|∆|2}c)
≤ P (Inm=20) + P (Inm=21) + . . .+ P ({Outm=4C2/|∆|2}c)
≤
∑
i<log2(4C
2/|∆|2)
P
(
Z ≤ √m(y − f(x))− C,m = 2i)
+ P (Z ≤ √m(y − f(x)) + C,m = 4C2/|∆|2)
≤ log2
4C2
|∆|2 · exp
(
−C
2
2
)
+ exp
(
−C
2
2
)
=
(
log2
4C2
|∆|2 + 1
)
· exp
(
−C
2
2
)
.
Remark 2 As we can see, if |∆| > 1
nk
(polynomial decay in terms of n), as long as C = O(
√
log n)
with a constant big enough (say C =
√
2(`+ 1) log n), the error probability is o( 1
n`
). This probability
can be arbitrary small with polynomial decay in terms of of n.
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5 Stochastic Convex Optimization
The algorithm to solve stochastic convex optimization problem given noisy oracle in our paper is a
combination of random walk in convex body and adaptive hypothesis testing, as illustrated in the
following.
1. Perform the random walk algorithm as in noiseless case.
2. When establishing whether a point is inside or outside, use the adaptive query algorithm.
In order to analyze the expected number of oracle calls used in this algorithm, we will first
introduce some lemmas revealing the geometry of convex body and property of the level set function
of the given convex function.
K
B
H
Figure 2: Graphical proof of Lemma 6. K denotes the convex body, B the inscribed ball, and H
the hyperplane. The shaded area is the “Double Cone” inside the convex body K.
Lemma 6 (Geometry of Convex Body) Let θ < 1/2. For a convex body K ∈ Rn in θ-near
isotropic position, and a arbitrary hyperplane H ∈ Rn−1, the following inequality holds
Vol(K ∩H) ≤ n
2− 4θ ·Vol(K) (6)
Proof. As shown in Kannan et al. (1997), we can always find a unit ball B inside the convex body
K such that
(1− 2θ)B ⊆ K ⊆ (1 + 2θ)(n+ 1)B. (7)
Consider the intersection K ∩H. We know that this intersection is a convex body in Rn−1. Find
the farthest points P (possibly two) on each side of K ∩ H on the surface of the unit ball B to
K∩H. Connect P with the boundary of K∩H, we get a “Cone” or “Double Cone” C with volume
2− 4θ
n
·Vol(K ∩H) ≤ (1− 2θ) · d(B)
n
·Vol(K ∩H) ≤ Vol(C) ≤ Vol(K). (8)
Thus proof completed. The graphical illustration of this lemma is in Figure 2.
Lemma 7 (Distribution of the Convex Level-Set Function) Fix a convex function f and the
associated enclosed convex body K. For any point (x, y) ∈ K, ∆ ∈ Rn+1 denotes the vertical
vector linking (x, f(x)) → (x, y). Denote the affine transformation that brings the convex body
K ⊂ Rn+1 to θ-near isotropic position (θ < 1/2) as T . Consider the uniform distribution on T (K).
Then the distribution of the scalar |T (∆)| has the following properties:
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• |T (∆)| = c · |∆|, with the constant factor depending on T .
• The probability measure P(·) of |T (∆)| satisfies dP(s) ≤ n+12−4θ · ds
Proof. Affine transformation keeps the ratio on a line and keeps the parallel property. So property 1
is proved. Property 2 is a direct consequence of Lemma 6, where the hyperplanes are the constructed
according to the value |T (∆)|.
Theorem 2 (Bound on Oracle in Noisy Case) There exist an event E with probability at least
P (E) ≥ 1− o(1). On the event E, the expected number of noisy oracle calls is at most O˜(n14 1
2
).
Proof. Following Kannan et al. (1997, Theorem 4.1 Remark, Theorem 4.4), samples from the
random walk can achieve closeness to the uniform distribution in total variation sense very quickly.
More explicitly, if we need T steps to achieve a precision , then /n10 can be achieved in almost the
same number of steps: we lose only a factor of O(log n). Thus precision in total variation sense is
not a crucial issue in sampling, and we can always assume the samples are drawn from the uniform
distribution.
Next, a 1/4-near isotropic position behaves like isotropic position in our complexity analysis:
no additional n factor is involved, and the only difference is in terms of the constant. Therefore,
without loss of generality, we may assume the convex body is in the isotropic position after the
transformation T .
As we can see in Lemma 5, if the current query point is far away from the boundary along the
vertical direction ∆ (that is, |∆| is large, which is equivalent to |T (∆)| being large), we can tell
whether or not the point is inside with high confidence within 4C
2
|∆|2 oracle calls. On the one hand, as
the query point approaches the boundary, the number of oracle calls goes to infinity. One the other
hand, the probability of getting very close to boundary is small. Thus in terms of theoretical analysis,
there is a trade-off between whether we want to spend more oracle calls at a given point that is
close to boundary or, alternatively, put the probability of the point being close to boundary into bad
event scenario and thus save the oracle calls. Hence in analyzing the algorithm, there is a trade-off
that determines the best point where we “give up”. We will call this “give up band” as δ-boundary
in the following proof, as illustrated in Figure 3. We remark that after the T transformation, the
direction in which we obtain noisy information is not vertical, but this does not impact the analysis.
 
T ( )
T (K)
Figure 3: δ-boundary illustration: the red lines denote the direction of the vector T (∆), which is
the direction in which we can do adaptive querying. Because of the affine transformation T , it is
not necessarily vertical.
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According to Lemma 7, we have |T (∆)| = c · |∆|, where c is a constant factor. Because of
(7), and since an  cube is inscribed at the final epoch, c ≤ n . We now define a δ-boundary
as the mass |T (∆)| ≤ δ. The procedure (for the purposes of analysis only) will give up on the
|∆| = y− f(x) = |T (∆)|/c ≤ δ/c band and put this mass in our error term. (This giving up on the
area near the boundary can be seen as the main source of looseness in the analysis, but we do not
know how to avoid it). Then the error probability can be written in two parts, one coming from the
probability of giving up in the band, the other coming from the statistical error of adaptive testing
procedure. More precisely,
P (Error) ≤ P (|T (∆)| ≤ δ) + P (Ec, |T (∆)| ≥ δ) (9)
≤
∫ δ
0
dP (|T (∆)|) + P (Ec, |∆| ≥ δ/c) (10)
≤ nδ +
(
log2
4C2
δ2/c2
+ 1
)
· exp
(
−C
2
2
)
(11)
where event Ec is defined in the same way as in Lemma 5.
Since the above error is per one step of the random walk, we need to take δ = O˜(1/n6) so that
nδ accumulated after O˜(n5) steps is o(1). We have that 4C2
δ2/c2
is at most polynomial in terms of
n. Hence, for C = O(
√
log n) with constant big enough, we can ensure P (Error) = o(1/n5). This
last statement follows from Lemma 7; we remark that this bound is sharp because when the convex
body is a high dimensional cone, the bound is exact. This is the error for each point we query as in
noiseless case. The total number of query in noiseless case is O˜(n5), thus the total error behaves
as o(1) by choosing δ small and C big.
On the complement of the “Error” event, we have each step query complexity is bounded by
m = 4C
2
|∆|2 (Lemma 5). Thus the expected number of queries is∫ 1
δ
4C2
|∆|2dP(|T (∆)|).
Because of the uniform distribution on the convex body, the expected number of queries ENq for
each point is bounded by
ENq =
∫ 1
δ
4C2
|∆|2dP(|T (∆)|) ≤
∫ 1
δ
4C2
s2/c2
· n+ 1
2
ds ≤ O˜
(
n9 · 1
2
)
. (12)
(by Lemma 7 , the distribution of |T (∆)| has the relation dP(s) ≤ (n+1)2 ds.) We conclude that the
total number of oracle queries is O˜(n5) · ENq , which is O˜(n14 12 ).
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